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CONVERT
EARTH FRIENDLY

Rust Converter
CAN BE USED IN ALL WEATHER
CONDITIONS
NEUTRALIZES RUST
PAINTABLE METAL PRIMER

• NO CHLORINATED SOLVENTS
• NO 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE

CONVERT-A Earth Friendly Rust Converter and CONVERT
Liquid Rust Converter chemically eliminate rust, leaving a tough
protective coating that prevents reoccurrence and prolongs the
life of ferrous metal. Treated rust area dries to a black finish that
may be painted after curing. Can be used in all weather
conditions.
Protects - Seals - Nonflammable - Paintable
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
For best results, workpiece and product can should be at room
temperature (above 65° F). Surface must be
clean, dry and free of grease, dirt and oil.
Remove loose rust and paint with coarse
sandpaper or wire brush.
SHAKE WELL
BEFORE USING. Apply a thin, even coating
onto the rusted metal. Avoid over application,
sagging and dripping. A second application is
advised only after allowing for complete drying of
initial application. Final application will dry to a
black finish. May be painted after curing for
approximately 6 hours.

USE ON:
METAL MACHINERY, SUPPORTS,
AWNINGS, TOOLS, INDUSTRIAL
AND PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

We at Superco Specialty Products are doing
our share as a responsible company to help keep
our natural resources and environment clear and
clean. We are pleased to introduce our new line
of earth friendly, biologically degradable
products that meet and exceed our usual high
standards of excellence and performance while
still meeting your requirements as the end user.

PRODUCT # 4011 (Aerosol)
PRODUCT # 3029 (Quarts)
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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AEROSOL CANS CONSIST OF
AT LEAST 25% RECYCLED
STEEL AND ARE RECYCLABLE
WHEN EMPTY.
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INGREDIENTS

CAS NUMBER

HEALTH
FLAMMABILITY
REACTIVITY
PROTECTION

ETHYL ALCOHOL
64-17-5
PROPYLENE GLYCOL MONOMETHYL ETHER 107-98-2
PENT-M-DIGALLOY GLUCOSE
1405-55-4
L.P.G.
68476-85-7

QUARTS

INGREDIENTS

CAS NUMBER

HEALTH
FLAMMABILITY
REACTIVITY
PROTECTION

Tannic Acid
Ethylene Glycol
2-Butoxyethanol

1401-55-4
107-21-1
111-76-2
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Rust is like a virus that attacks ferrous metals. Once it starts it spreads until it totally consumes the equipment or
structure. Until now, the only cure was amputation or more precisely, replacement. If rust attacks a structure in an area
where replacement is not possible then you really have a problem. CONVERT is the solution. This advanced formula
chemically changes rust into a paintable primer to seal, protect and prevent reoccurrence. Removing too much rust can
reduce the structural integrity of the metal making any supports, etc., unstable and dangerous. With CONVERT only the
loose rust is removed eliminating expensive and messy sandblasting, chipping and scraping. CONVERT-A's aerosol
packaging is fast and easy to use so the task of converting the rust is not time consuming. Early prevention of rust will
allow you to retain much of the strength of the metal and avoid costly replacement. To achieve maximum protection, coat
new metal and treated surfaces with Superco Specialty Product’s SUPER STEEL Pure Stainless Steel Coating. This
unique coating features the ultimate in durability and is also packaged in fast and easy to use aerosol cans. Many rust
preventive chemicals can be spoiled by pouring unused portions back into the container. This adds to the cost of using
the product and can be highly wasteful. CONVERT-A's aerosol packaging eliminates the possibility of waste while
making the application fast and easy.
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